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“We live amid surfaces, and the true art of life is to skate well on them.” _ Emerson 



 

 
 
 
  

 In Ice Skates And Other Cruelties you will see smooth moves and sharp 
glass. You may also see sharp moves and smooth glass. Hopefully a carved 
body will slice the glass. We will try to avoid that carved glass slices the body. 

Follow the brutal poetry and enjoy the gorgeous cruelty. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
By and with : Camille Paycha 
 
Creation assistant / best friend : Laura Gilles-Pick 
 
Layers of crap designer / material research: Stéphane Gilles-Pick 
 
Scenography and light design : Kris Van Oudenhove  
 
Artistic adviser : Bauke Lievens 
 
Technician on tour : to be confirmed 
  
Diffusion : Emma Ketels (je buro) 
 
 
 
Location : theatre setting (indoor). Site specific (indoor or outdoor)  
Duration : 60 minutes 
Minimum Age : 10 
Setting : frontal (or semi-circular) 
Measurements stage (length/width/height) : 7x5x3 meter 
Performances per day : 1  
Persons on tour : 3 or 4 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Premiere : 27th March 2021, De Grote Post (Oostende, BE). 



 

 
 
Presentation 
 
 

Ice Skates And Other Cruelties consists in a choreography for one human body and the               
material of glass which explores the following questions :  
 
How can one thing be two things at the same time ? In other words, how to escape the                   
binary thinking ? 
 
How can a material extend the reach of human awareness of its surroundings ? 
 
How do we survive under the layers of crap that cover us ? Does making them visible                 
destroy them ? 
 
In Ice Skates And Other Cruelties you will see smooth moves and sharp glass. You may                
also see sharp moves and smooth glass. Hopefully a carved body will slice the glass. We                
will try to avoid that carved glass slices the body. 
 
This performance, which takes place on a synthetic ice rink, draws the lines of a constantly                
transforming landscape where something cruel can find its poetry and something beautiful            
can reveal all its violence. Behind her layers of glass, Camille Paycha aims at triggering               
our collective imagination by making space both literally and figuratively. 
 

 

 

             
 



 

 
Note from the artist 
 
 
“I, too, have often wondered whether there exists a greater pleasure than the feeling - however                
brief or illusory - that by writing, one is in fact incinerating layers of crap rather than tossing more of                    
it onto the landfill. This can be a difficult feeling to achieve when the medium is language. One                  
cannot simply offer up a white page and a stopwatch and produce the illuminating, cleansing effect                
of "silence", as John Cage did in 4'33''. Nor can you easily do what artist Gordon Matta-Clark did:                  
take out the BB gun, the handsaw, the chainsaw, the knife, and start making "core cuts" in the                  
structures that surround us, in order to startle us into seeing new vistas or patterns of light.” 

The Art of Cruelty A Reckoning, Maggie Nelson 
 
 

My aspirations as an artist is to question the underlying structure on which circus is based                
to better relate to the world surrounding us.  
 
The definition of circus based on the interaction between a human and an object is an                
interesting canvas to work on. It does not imply a goal or a method, it allows us to sense a                    
concise description of what a circus piece might represent. What interests me is the              
political power of such a representation.  
 
I want to show that being a circus artist is not being a superhero overcoming the limits. I                  
want to push the awareness that if I am not a superhero I am then a human with                  
responsibilities embedded in the political structure. I want to define my role in this              
structure.  
 
Ice Skates And Other Cruelties is not constructed in a crescendo to reach a certain goal or                 
a certain climax, which differs from the preconceived idea of associating circus with             
excellency, if excellency exists. The object of this performance is neither to succeed nor to               
fail, but to slow down time. I aspire to take on a role which, instead of producing something                  
new or imposing a truth, participates in the rise of a variety of possibilities already existing                
but not yet visible.  
 
My motor is to make "core cuts" by making proposals that speak for themselves, by               1

refining my aesthetics, by trusting the power of imagination through humour, violence,            
objects, bodies, morality, immorality and everything in between. 
 
In this piece, I also want to address anti patriarchal values that drive me. To understand                
the use of glass, we have to consider this idea embedded in a historical context. Glass                
was a material used multiple times in the sixties and seventies by famous feminist              
performance artists such as Gina Pane, Valie Export and Hannah Vilke. The idea was then               
to interrogate the objectification of the female body by using shattered glass both as              

1  “Core cuts” from Gordon Matta-Clark, reference in “The Art of Cruelty, A Reckoning” by Maggie Nelson. 
 



 

symbol and as a tool for self-inflicted pain. By doing so, they also proposed an alternative                
to the binary of dominant/dominated. They were not passive receivers of violence from             
another, but active inscribers onto themselves. 
 
What I take from this is not the self-inflicted pain (I am not that brave ... and I do not want                     
to reenact a performance from the 60's) but rather the fact of employing the body as                
material. What those artists introduced is an alternative to the binary thinking of good and               
bad, moral and amoral, active and passive. The self infliction of pain, which society tells us                
we are supposed to avoid, is those artists' way of taking back control of their body. In the                  
equation of violence, the woman is then not in the place of victim anymore. This could be                 
linked to what Virginie Despentes talks about in her book King Kong Theory. Despentes              
brings the controversial idea that being an object would not necessarily mean being a              
victim. This is very interesting both for political reasons and even more in link with circus                
as practice. It pushes me to reconsider the way I interact with objects on stage which                
would be less human-centered and thus allow more possibilities in terms of representation             
of the body.  
 
My goal is to make a proposal where human and non-human act together to produce a                
choreography dealing with the concepts of violence, agency, domination, beauty and time            
which is neither moral or amoral, where neither the object nor the human is victim and                
where no object is humanized or human objectified. I attempt to create a space with               
neither hierarchy nor binarity.  
 
In the conference called Public Art, Private Vision, Laurie Anderson warns us about art              
being alienating and considering the audience as a passive entity waiting to be educated.              
Talking from the perspective of an audience member she said : “Don't tell me how to think.                 
You don't know me”. I hope to, as John Cage says, “make space”, rather than impose a                 
supposedly feminist performance. I would avoid any alienation or being pedagogical           
towards the audience.  
 
Biography 
 
Camille Paycha - born in Paris (FR) in 1992 - based in Oostende (BE). 
 
Camille graduated from the Academy for Circus and Performance Art in Tilburg in 2015 with the                
aerial straps as specialisation. 
Since 2015 she has been working on her own projects with first the Helaba Compagnie (I ate the                  
entire fruit salad for the 500 years death anniversary of the painter Jheronimus Bosch). She then                
founded with Noortje Sanders and Thijs Veerman The Hangman Radioshow, a site specific             
performance on the scope of radio. In the meantime, Camille experiments with circus as practice               
by nourishing it with visual and sound arts and writings.  
2020 marks the beginning of a period full of exciting projects both as author and as performer for                  
others (Radio Sancha, Ice Skates And Other Cruelties, Janni van Goor, ...).   



 

Support (as of August 2020) and planning 
 
 
 
 
 
Shortlisted Circusnext 2020-2021, project co-funded by the Creative Europe         
programme of the European Union  
 
Production of Boegbeeld vzw. 
Coproductions : Perplx (Kortrijk, BE), De Grote Post (Oostende, BE). 
Residencies : Circuscentrum (Gent, BE), De Grote Post (Oostende, BE), PERPLX           
(Kortrijk, BE), Cirqueon (Praha, CZ).  
 
 
 

                                           

                                                                            
 
 
 
 
 
WIP :  

● 22nd December 2020 in Berlin (DE) 
● 22nd January 2021 in Kortrijk (BE) 

 
  

PREMIERE : 27th March 2021, De Grote Post (Oostende, BE). 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact  

For booking 
 

Camille Paycha Emma Ketels 
  

 
cpaycha@hotmail.com                                             emma@jeburo.be 
 
0032 491 63 23 36            0032 495 89 31 63 
 
www.camillepaycha.com www.jeburo.be 



 

 
Technical rider (in progress)  
 
TEAM   3 people  
 
PERFORMERS ON STAGE   1 person  
 
PARKING   A place close to the performance space for unloading the van.  
 
SPACE   There should be the possibility to darken the performing area. 
 
STAGE The stage area must be at least 7 (length) x 5 (depth) meters and with a                 
minimum height of 3 meters.  
 
FLOOR The performer brings a synthetic ice rink on stage. For that reason the space has                
to have a hard and flat floor.  
Ice rink: 3,96 x 4,52 meters (18m² divided into 56 panels of 60x60cm). 
  
SOUND We will use the PA system of the venue. The artist's collaborator will take care of                 
the sound during the residencies and the performances.  
 
ICE RINK   Here is more information about how the ice rink is made into panels. 


